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Abstract: This article will reflect on the adoption of s. 76 Serious Crime Act 2015 which
criminalises coercive or controlling behaviour in an intimate or family relationship and considers an argument for aligning partial defences to murder with it. It takes inspiration from
the case of Sally Challen, granted leave to appeal her murder conviction at the Court of
Appeal on 1st March 2018. Leave was granted after her lawyers successfully persuaded
the court that the introduction of s. 76 Serious Crime Act 2015 amounted to fresh evidence
in her defence that was unavailable at the time of her trial in 2011. Lady Justice Rafferty
stated that, “It should be plainly understood that the application made today is but one step
in what, it is hoped by counsel, those who instruct her and many others concerned in this
case, will be a full detailed exploration of the position, based on scholarship, learning and
clinical expertise, which should prevail now … A jury, it is argued, should, with the benefit
of that learning, be enabled to reach a clear settled conclusion on the basis of an understanding which, it is said, was not available to the jury in 2011.” The arguments at her appeal will seek to reduce her murder conviction to manslaughter, providing an opportunity
for this article to explore the complexities of aligning the partial defences to murder with the
offence of coercive or controlling behaviour.
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Sally Challen was convicted of murdering her husband in 2011, after unsuccessfully
pleading diminished responsibility manslaughter. According to the organisation Justice for
Women, Challen experienced many years of psychological torment by her husband, which
would now be understood as coercive control. Indeed, such behaviours are criminalised
under the Serious Crime Act 2015, s. 76 where they cause a person to fear that violence
would be used against them on at least two occasions or where it adversely affects their
day-to-day life. The recent adoption of the offence represents a milestone in the criminal
law's recognition of the real experiences of many victims of domestic violence and was not
72
available at the time of Challen's trial for murder.1 The Court of Appeal has granted leave
to appeal against the conviction, persuaded by the argument that such an 'advance in understanding amounts to fresh evidence in the same way that advancement of science such
as DNA can result in the undermining of the safety of a conviction'.2 The case will therefore
lead the court to consider the coerced and controlled victim of domestic violence who kills
their abuser in the context of partial defences to murder. The literature extensively examining the availability of partial defences to battered women who kill predates the introduction of the s. 76 offence. Consequently, the debate has focused on victims of domestic
violence who fear physical violence following a sustained period of ongoing abuse characterised by violence or threats of violence.3 With the introduction of the offence, the law
recognises that the lived experiences of a domestic violence victim may centre on psychological behaviours that undermine the victim's autonomy.4 The tactics adopted by the perpetrator may or may not include physical or sexual violence or threats of it, but nonetheless have a profound effect upon the victim's well-being. It is this aspect of the Challen
case that offers a fresh opportunity to explore the operation of partial defences to murder
in the context of domestic violence and it is argued that they should be interpreted as far
as is possible to align with the offence, promoting a coherent and consistent legal approach. Efforts to achieve alignment could negate any urgent need to develop a specific
partial defence to murder based on coercive control. However, given the unique impact of
coercive and controlling behaviour, a discrete defence ought to be considered. It is fair that
the vulnerability of a coerced and controlled victim by an intimate partner is consistently
recognised when they enter the criminal justice system as a victim or a vulnerable defendant who has killed their abuser.

What is Coercive Control?
The concept of coercive control is championed by the sociologist Evan Stark who describes it as a pattern of behaviours intended to undermine the victim's autonomy, through
the micro-regulation of everyday behaviours, leading to punishment if resisted.5 Stark
views coercive control as '“gendered” in its construction, delivery and consequences', ex-
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ercised by men over women and he puts the emergence of male use of coercive and controlling strategies in intimate relationships down to equality gains in the public sphere.6 The
gendered nature of coercive control and its consequences for identifying it mean that it
'may be hard to discern because it falls on the extreme end of a spectrum of acceptable
male control over the allocation of resources and so on'.7 Stark acknowledges that women
can achieve dominance over a male partner, albeit that this is rare, when she has an advantage such as income or social class.8 Vulnerability is deepened when domestic abuse
intersects with other characteristics such as ethnicity, where factors such as race, language, family structures, social exclusion and immigration status 'cause multiple or intersectional discrimination which has a direct impact on BME victims' experience of violence
and will inform their response to it'.9 Coercive control can also feature in same-sex relationships where tactics include threats to 'out' a partner, or using status in the
73
community to belittle or isolate them.10 In transgender relationships, a coercive and controlling partner may use continuous and deliberate misgendering.11 The range of characteristics that impact upon the vulnerability of people experiencing domestic violence is
recognised in the cross-government definition.12
Control is maintained over the victim as the abuser uses a credible threat which has a
negative consequence for resistance.13 This threat may have nothing to do with physical
violence, but affect the victim's day-to-day activities by withholding finances or other resources and isolating her from friends and family. Dutton and Painter explain that 'as
power imbalances increase in an abusive relationship, the subjugated party becomes less
capable of fending for herself, and therefore perceives herself as increasingly in need of
the dominator'.14 Williamson explains that the victim begins to internalise the rules as she
endeavours to learn how to avoid punishment and eventually the perpetrator is able to
ensure compliance by using gestures, looks or words with significance only to each
other.15 As a result of experiencing coercive and controlling behaviours, a victim's psychological well-being is adversely affected, the seriousness of this varying depending upon
factors such as the extent of the control and the particular tactics used, or a victim's level
of resilience and coping strategies.16 The adverse effects of a sustained period of coercive
control amounts to psychological trauma, making victims vulnerable as the trauma overrides the ability to control their lives and experience feelings of helplessness and terror.17
The extent of this vulnerability is reflected by studies that show victims of coercive control
are at a greater risk of suicide than their non-abused counterparts.18 Aitken and Munro
state that the number of suicides by female victims of domestic violence in England and
Wales are 'estimated to exceed those killed by their partners or ex-partners'.19 Attempted
suicides by women subject to domestic violence are five times more prevalent compared
to those not subject to it.20 Suicides have been conceptualised as an escape from intolerable pain and 'suicidal acts (completed or not) are understood as a cry of pain, rather than
a cry for help, with suicide more likely where feelings of defeat and entrapment exist
alongside beliefs that neither rescue nor escape are possible'.21 Clearly, there are parallels
with feelings of entrapment and helplessness associated with the psychological trauma of
domestic violence, coercive control and suicide.
74
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Growing recognition of the lived experiences of coerced and controlled victims led to a
specific offence under the Serious Crime Act 2015, s.76. Our understandings of domestic
violence continue to evolve and further legal changes to the definition have been posited in
the government's Domestic Abuse Bill Consultation.22 However, there has been no policy
debate regarding defences for domestic violence victims who commit crimes during the
process of developing the offence or since. This extends to the partial defences to murder,
where reforms took place with some sensitivity towards the domestic violence victim who
kills.23 These occurred prior to policy and legal understandings of coercive control and
have been criticised for failing to achieve their aim.24 Challen's case provides an opportunity for the judiciary to proactively interpret the partial defences to murder through an appreciation of coercive control and its effect upon victims, in so far as it is possible to do so.
If this is not achieved legislative reform would be required to ensure a coherent substantive
criminal law framework either through adaptations to the existing measures or the creation
of a defence that corresponds with the offence. The next part will examine the case of
Challen, first establishing that coercive control could have been present and then illustrating how the court's lack of awareness about the behaviours and effects of coercive control
influenced the trial.

Challen and Coercive Control
The key aspects of coercive control can be summarised as: reflecting extreme examples of
accepted male behaviours such as the control of financial resources; the use of credible
threats which may or may not involve threats of physical violence; a victim feeling in need
of the dominator; damaged psychological well-being of the victim and a high risk of suicide.
Taking into consideration an outline of the life Challen experienced during her marriage
provided by Justice for Women, all these elements allegedly feature in the case.25 While
the outline is not proven evidence, it is helpful for the task of speculating whether Challen
could have been the victim of coercive control and how failing to appreciate this concept
may have affected the case.
The behaviour allegedly adopted by the deceased towards Challen may present on some
level in many relationships, however, when scrutinised represents extreme dominance by
the deceased over her. For example, he 'demand[ed] that she did everything in the house
(he was unwilling to make her a cup of tea) making passive aggressive threats by withdrawing and refusing to discuss his behaviour'.26 On its own, this example seems minor
and needs to be understood as part of a wider pattern of behaviour between the couple.
Therefore, it is relevant that he also allegedly subjected her to financial abuse by 'spending
money on himself while the money Sally earned was to purchase necessary household
items'.27 The distribution of household roles may appear to be part of the fabric of regular
home life and where one partner takes responsibility for the division of household income
such behaviour appears to be normal. However, in the context of coercive control, the behaviour is extreme and resistance exposes the victim to negative consequences, either
violent or psychological. It is suggested that Challen became increasingly concerned and
fearful that the deceased would, as he frequently threatened, leave her, prompting
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her to comply with his demands.28 This situation displays the manner in which her need to
be with her dominator was exploited by him. He is described as taunting her, making her
feel like she was going mad, achieving this by deriding her for accusing him of having affairs, when he did indeed have several.29 The strength of her feelings meant that she could
not face life without him and had returned to the relationship feeling unable to cope, having
left him. The deceased agreed to reconcile, but it is suggested he had done so on condition that she signed an agreement 'forbidding her from talking too much or smoking', a
clear example of depriving her of autonomy. Faced with this behaviour, should it be accepted, Challen could have experienced the psychological trauma associated with coercive control, making her unable to control her life, giving rise to feelings of entrapment,
helplessness and terror.30 Finally, Challen was found before her arrest at Beachy Head, a
location known for suicide.31 In the absence of physical violence, the court did not appreciate the significance of the ongoing tactics allegedly used by the deceased in order to control her. Had the offence of coercive control existed at the time of her trial, the relevance of
such behaviours could have been presented to the court. Challen's appeal against sentence provides an indication of the extent to which the trial court considered the deceased's behaviour towards the appellant and the lack of any material appreciation during
the trial regarding how that may have impacted upon her.32
The court's outline of the facts depict a suspicious and jealous wife who had asked a
neighbour to spy on her husband and uncovered his affairs by looking at his e-mail, voice
messages and social media.33 The court noted that there was 'considerable justification'
for the appellant to question her husband's fidelity, although stated nothing further in regards to his behaviour towards her.34 In reference to the couple's reconciliation, the court
did not explain the conditions proposed by the deceased, instead stating that the appellant
'believed that he was being unfair in relation to the financial aspect of the divorce proceedings and the proposals contained in the post-nuptial agreement'.35 A lack of insight is
revealed by the Court of Appeal's language about the methods an abuser uses towards
their victim, illustrating the importance of including expert testimony in similar future cases.
The trial court and the appeal court did not consider the pattern of behaviour the deceased
exposed Challen to, instead preferring a simpler narrative of a jealous wife unhappy with
her husband's behaviour towards her. This ought to have been different had the behaviour
she had been subjected to by her husband been scrutinised through an appreciation of
what coercive control is and the impact it has on a person suffering from it within a domestic abuse relationship. As his alleged behaviours would now amount to a criminal offence,
this information should be material evidence at a trial based upon the same facts and a
jury may have reached a different conclusion had learning regarding coercive control been
available to it.
The clear omission of any observation regarding the cumulative psychological tactics allegedly used by the deceased to control Challen by the Court of Appeal in 2012 demonstrates the strength of the
76
argument made by the defence when leave to appeal was sought this year. Allowing the
application, the Court of Appeal will consider whether modern knowledge of coercive con-
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trol amounts to fresh evidence in accordance with Criminal Attempts Act 1968, s. 23. To
highlight the advances in the criminal law since Challen's trial, the next section will reflect
upon the operation and critiques of the offence of coercive or controlling behaviour under
the Serious Crime Act 2015, s. 76 and the ability of the criminal justice system to recognise
the vulnerability of victims subjected to this form of abuse. The section will be followed by
an examination of the potential to align coercive control under the partial defences of murder, using Challen as a case study. It will be argued that for the criminal law to be coherent, defences need to reflect the policy aims of combating domestic violence embodied in
the offence. Failure to do so, should lead to further legislative reform either through
amendments to the existing partial defences to murder or by the creation of a specific defence for abused persons who kill.

How Coercive Control Is Criminalised?
The behaviour and the harm caused to a victim is captured under the Serious Crime Act
2015, s. 76, an offence that criminalises the repeated or continuous use of coercive or
controlling behaviour of a partner or family member. The rationale of the offence was to
address the failure of the existing criminal law framework to recognise the experience of
many domestic violence and abuse survivors and thereby attempt to align the law with
policy understandings of the issue.36 While the offence can be applauded in its ambitions,
some critics remain sceptical about how effective the offence is as a criminal justice response to domestic violence. Tolmie contends that the criminal justice system is not
equipped to accommodate the complexities of cases involving coercive control and is
concerned that a bespoke offence will in reality only be applied in extreme cases or those
featuring high levels of physical abuse.37 This, she fears will wrongly give the impression
that very few cases involve coercive control. Walklate, Fitz-Gibbon and McCulloch raise
doubts about the ability to translate clinical practice into the legal context and speculate
that an offence will not lead to improved access to justice for most victims, noting that the
implementation of the s. 76 offence 'has been patchy to date'.38 However, Home Office
data show 4,246 police recordings of the offence by the end of March 2017. 39 Conversely,
Walklate et al do support the inclusion of coercive control in the courtroom but argue that
the 'effective place for clinical understandings of, and explanations for intimate partner
violence may better lie in expert testimony', for example, in homicide trials of abused
women who kill, who can explain to the jury a woman's experience of abuse. 40 Certainly,
introducing expert testimony about the dynamics of coercive control is essential in such
circumstances, as without it cases can be built around more familiar tropes of scorned
women, as occurred at Challen's trial. However, recognising coercive control as a form of
criminal behaviour that causes a range of injuries to the victim offers another opportunity to
include expert testimony to explain the concept to courts and can be particularly useful
where the behaviours and harms are psychological.
Although such scepticism is well intended and is concerned with the experiences faced by
complainants of domestic violence, there are some valid counterarguments. Without a
criminal offence of coercive and controlling behaviour in the context of domestic violence
police officers do
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not have the tool they need to respond to the problem. Research undertaken by Robinson,
Pinchevsky and Guthrie indicates that policing in England and Wales is developing the
ability to identify non-physical forms of coercive and controlling behaviour.41 Myhill and
Johnson have illustrated the challenges for police officers to apply the policy definition of
domestic violence as they need to consider different relationships, ages of individuals and
whether they are engaging in abusive behaviour.42 More recently, Robinson et al have
found that practitioners' recognition of coercive control is not universally poor, however,
police tended to reflect a greater focus on physical violence.43 The study emphasises the
importance of training officers, as those who were trained were more likely to view jealousy, spying and stalking behaviours as important to evaluating the future risk of a victim.44 Compulsory training in coercive control is advocated by Weiner who is supportive of
the introduction of the s. 76 offence. Her study found that police officers need help to apply
a coercive control model that is unfamiliar to their usual policing practices, as the behaviour being regulated is not straightforward. She suggests that a workable policing model of
coercive control could be based on grooming, noting that '[v]ictims of coercive control are
vulnerable, but not because they are weak, character-deficient, or mentally unwell. They
are vulnerable because they have been groomed'.45 Overall impact of the series of acts
used by the perpetrator need to be considered by officers in their totality when understanding coercive and controlling behaviours and the affect it has on the victim. The s. 76
offence requires officers to do so, where previously the focus was on single incidents. The
offence therefore provides officers with the opportunity to see that apparently trivial conduct changes its character in the context of a pattern of coercive or controlling behaviour.
As stated above, the behaviour can be managed through acts which do not involve violence46 and Herring notes that the key is the level of control rather than the level of violence.47 Control is used as a means to an end, it is needed to bend the victim to the will of
the abuser. Stark applauds the enactment of s. 76 noting that its creation covers oppressive acts in personal relationships that had no visibility before. He acknowledges that with
the offence are increased expectations of the police response and advocates for necessary changes to ensure enforcement.48
In practice, there have been a number of reported convictions for the s. 76 offence suggesting that it is receiving some recognition.49 Most of the cases reported in the media
have tended to involve a combination of physical and non-violent tactics by the perpetrator.
Considered to be the first conviction under s. 76, Mohammed Anwar exercised a sustained
period of coercive and controlling behaviour against the victim which included: name calling, controlling what she ate, forcing her to undertake
78
exercise, spying on her in the workplace, isolating her from resources, family, friends and a
number of physical attacks of a serious nature.50 However, there is evidence that cases
are being brought in the absence of physical violence, for example, Paul Playle was convicted in January 2018 after he adopted solely psychological tactics against the victim, his
wife. In particular, he stalked her on line by hacking her accounts and sending messages
to her family and friends. He convinced her that the culprit was her previous partner and
would comfort her as she became increasingly distressed and reclusive.51 Following a jury
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trial, he was sentenced to three years six months imprisonment with Judge Christine
Henson sentencing stating that he used 'the most calculating and cruel behaviour'. 52 While
the number of prosecutions being brought under s. 76 overall seem low, and a greater and
consistent use of the offence would be welcomed by the author, these cases reflect the
progress made by the courts in its understanding of what coercive control is and the impact it can have on its victims.53

Defending the Coerced and the Controlled
This appreciation of the courts towards the dynamics of coercive control appears to be limited to the offence under s. 76 and is marred by the failure to ensure that defences also
include an understanding of it. Cases such as Challen's demonstrate that victims who experience psychologically focused coercive control can be denied a reduction of moral responsibility when they commit crimes as a result of being subject to it. Where a victim's
autonomy is attacked, giving rise to feelings of helplessness and entrapment, they are in a
position akin to a hostage situation. Midson supposes that society would not consider such
victims as morally culpable for their actions arising from a kidnap or hostage situation and
this should extend to those experiencing coercive control.54 Coercive control affects moral
blame and should afford a defence in the context of victims who kill their abusers.55 Failure
to do so throws 'the weight of the law behind her subjugation'.56 Adopting conceptions of
responsibility based on capacity, Midson argues that a person is only criminally responsible for their chosen actions, which they had a fair opportunity to avoid. When applied to
victims who kill their abusers, it can be argued that 'their capacity for choice … [is] eroded
by coercive control' and that the fair opportunity to choose the actions they take are overridden by duress.57 In England and Wales, criminal responsibility is reduced from a charge
of murder to manslaughter based on capacity issues relating to medical conditions and a
loss of control. Not extending this reduction in moral responsibility to victims of domestic
violence where capacity is severely affected by the behaviour of the deceased is the sign
of an unfair and inconsistent criminal law framework.
79
This appears to be the current state of the criminal law. In the context of self-defence Carline and Easteal have highlighted the contrasting public response to householders who kill
their intruders compared to women who kill their abusers, arguing that the justice system
should remove intrinsically unfair gendered approaches in the criminal law. 58 Loveless has
commented on the 'insurmountable legal challenges facing abused women who rely on
[the defence of] duress' and while there are overlaps between the trauma experienced by
victims of modern slavery and the domestic violence victim, the defence under the Modern
Slavery Act 2015, s. 45 does not extend to the latter.59 Matters of gendered unfairness
have long been the source of debate in respect of partial defences to murder, with defendants historically raising Battered Woman Syndrome (BWS) to support a diminished responsibility defence.60 The unfortunate use of the term battered is significant in the context
of understanding coercive control as it presents images of physical attacks, bruises and
broken bones, with the presence of psychological controlling tactics and trauma-based injuries very much hidden. However, when Celia Wells noted the options of reforming the
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law in respect of defences to homicide or re-interpreting it for women who kill in 1994,
BWS was not solely defined by physically violent acts.61 It also included psychological tactics as stated in Walker's description where the victim is ' … repeatedly subjected to forceful physical or psychological behaviour by a man in order to coerce her to do something he
wants her to do without any concern for her rights … ' (own emphasis added).62 As discussed above, cases of coercive control may not feature any physical violence and the use
of the BWS is unhelpful at communicating this aspect of the behaviour. A complete understanding of coercive control provides more details around the complex manner in which a
person can be coerced and controlled and the impacts it can have on the psychological
well-being of the victim.
BWS is also problematical for its direct reference to gender. Coercive control is a gendered
phenomenon and the significance of applying a gendered lens to legal responses is advocated by a number of scholars.63 However, a gendered approach to abuse may not be
sensitive to the dynamics of all relationships and Dempsey argues that this can deny the
experiences of male victims, or those in relationships outside the heterosexual model, for
example families.64 Certainly, a term such as BWS would not be applicable in cases involving all same-sex relationships which feature coercive control. That a domestic homicide could arise in a same-sex relationship is evident with a glance at the recent crime statistics revealing that there were 32 homicides carried out on a male partner or ex-partner
by male defendants between April 2013 and March 2016.65 Coercive control is common to
many domestic violence relationships and has been evidenced to occur regardless of
sexuality.66 In addition, the syndrome would not extend to all family relationships, which
are included within the s. 76 offence. Coercive control is therefore a broader concept than
BWS and while understood as gendered it is also connected to other vulnerability characteristics. The cross-government definition of domestic violence applies regardless of
80
'gender and sexuality' and the s. 76 offence adopts a gender-neutral approach that recognises perpetrators as both male and female. The BWS is therefore an insufficiently sophisticated tool to support new understandings of coercive control in the courtroom in regards
to victims of domestic violence who kill their abusers.
Problems beyond the reliance of the BWS with cases involving women who kill their abusers and the application of partial defences to murder are familiar. Criticism has continued
following the reforms contained in the Coroners and Justice Act 2009, which arguably fail
to adequately address the domestic abuse defendant's situation.67 Challen's case invites
an opportunity to reflect on whether it is possible to align the partial defences to murder
with the concept of coercive control as it is understood within the s. 76 offence. The next
section will undertake an exploration of diminished responsibility and loss of control manslaughter, using the facts outlined above in relation to Sally Challen. Ultimately, it will be
shown that while a sympathetic reading of the provisions through a lens of coercive control
may assist some defendants who kill their abusers, it falls short of aligning with the offence
of coercive control. Future legislative reform is therefore advocated in order to ensure that
the government policy of addressing domestic violence in the criminal justice system is
executed beyond the offence of coercive and controlling behaviour towards a suitable de-
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fence of coercive control to murder. Whether such an offence should be partial or complete
will require further analysis for another time.

Diminished Responsibility
Diminished responsibility became an important defence for women who killed their abusers
and were able to show that they were suffering from BWS, as it proved difficult to satisfy
the elements of a provocation defence.68 Whereas loss of control manslaughter places a
burden of proof on the prosecution to disprove it (Coroners and Justice Act 2009, s. 54(5)),
the burden of proof falls on the defence based upon a balance of probabilities in respect of
diminished responsibility (Homicide Act 1957, s.2(2)), thereby presenting a further challenge to the defendant. Challen was denied the opportunity to raise the plea of provocation
and unsuccessfully resorted to the defence of diminished responsibility, on the basis she
was suffering from a depressive disorder at the time of the killing.69 It has been argued that
this defence is 'inherently unsuitable' in domestic violence cases where the abused kills
the abuser as it medicalises the defendant through the use of disorders like BWS and
therapeutises domestic violence.70 This concern extends to coerced and controlled victims,
whether there has been the presence of physical harm or otherwise, 'victims of coercive
control are vulnerable, but not … mentally unwell'.71 Never-theless, to succeed in reducing
a conviction for murder to manslaughter with a plea of diminished responsibility, the defendant must show that they had an 'abnormality of mental functioning' at the time they
killed.72 Abused defendants like Challen must therefore construct their defence on the basis of an abnormal or 'crazy' mind, rather than presenting their experiences of abuse as
key to their state of mind at the time of the killing.73 This disproportionately affects women
defendants as it has produced 'intelligible gendered scripts against which the behaviour of
a battered woman who kills is judged'.74
81
While it is incumbent upon the defence lawyer to use the law available in the interests of
their client, it is far from a satisfactory situation that the impact of coercive control upon the
victim has to be fitted within this language of abnormality. The feelings of many victims of
coercive control, though varied, are normal responses to the denial of their autonomy.
The diminished responsibility defence is further problematical in cases of coercive control
as the abnormality must arise from a recognised medical condition. Although it provides a
clearer requirement than the old form of the plea, it retains the need to establish that the
abuse gave way to a 'condition', rather than what McColgan suggests would be preferable,
that an abnormality should arise from a serious emotional upset.75 Mackay and Mitchell
found that contesting pleas of diminished responsibility by the prosecution increased following the implementation of Coroners and Justice Act 2009, s. 52.76 It is therefore imperative that the defence is able to put forward evidence of coercive control by the deceased
that explains the existence of a recognised condition.77 Presenting the background to the
condition will make it more difficult for the prosecution to contest the plea, although demonstrating the existence of coercive and controlling behaviour will be insufficient of itself to
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settle the defence. As McColgan states in the context of physical domestic violence, 'even
if diminished responsibility were to be regarded as appropriate in circumstances where
women kill for fear of themselves being murdered, not every abused woman will qualify for
it'.78 Equally, not every coerced or controlled defendant will be able to demonstrate that the
impact of such behaviours on them led to a recognised medical condition. Justice for
Women have stated that Challen has now been diagnosed as having a dependent personality disorder which would have led to a destructive and consuming attachment to the deceased, supporting an argument that the coercive and controlling behaviour would have
exacerbated this disorder.79 This illustrates how important the emphasis is on the personal
capacity of the individual defendant for this defence to succeed. However, the insistence of
the diminished responsibility plea to characterise defendants, who kill their abusers as
mentally unwell, detracts from the understanding and learning around the use of coercive
control in domestic relationships. It works against the operation of the offence which does
not require psychiatric injury, but an adverse effect on a person's day-to-day activities. It
therefore, remains an 'inherently unsuitable' defence for women who kill their abusers as a
result of coercive or controlling behaviours.80
The focus on the defendant's state of mind continues as the abnormality must substantially
impair the defendant's ability to do the things listed in (1A).81 These are (a) to understand
the nature of D's conduct; (b) to form a rational judgment; and (c) to exercise self-control.
This element of the defence is altered from the old plea operating at the time of Challen's
trial and appears to be narrower. A key change is the removal of the term responsibility
where the pre-2009, Homicide Act 1957, s. 2 required an abnormality of mind that impaired
a person's mental responsibility.82 While the old plea will apply to Challen, future cases will
need to satisfy the narrower limb. Arguably, the more appropriate option would be that the
abnormality substantially impaired their ability to exercise self-control at the time of the
killing.83 Expert
82
testimony would explain how the dynamics of coercive control exacerbated the defendant's
abnormality of mental functioning, heightening their feelings of entrapment and loss of
control over their life to satisfy this limb. Complexities around the issue of loss of
self-control also arise in the context of the partial defence of loss of control manslaughter
and will be explored below.

Loss of Control Manslaughter
This final section provides a precis of the key issues in relation to the loss of control manslaughter defence and coercive control using the facts of Sally Challen's case for reflection. The significance of this discussion, as with the preceding evaluation of diminished
responsibility, compared with previous analyses of the defence, is that the source of
provocation, the trigger for a potential loss of control stems from the deceased's psychological behaviour towards the abused defendant and a lack of physical violence or threat of
it.
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The defendant can raise a plea of loss of control manslaughter once the judge has determined that there is sufficient evidence, in their opinion, for a jury to reasonably conclude
that the defence might apply.84 While this is a narrower approach than applied in the context of the provocation defence, it is interesting that Challen's plea of provocation was denied by the trial judge. From the details provided in R v Challen [2012] 2 Cr App R (S) 20,
the court did not appreciate that the deceased's behaviour amounted to provocative conduct. At Challen's forthcoming appeal hearing, the Court of Appeal should deliberate
whether the judge ought to have allowed the defence had contemporary understandings of
coercive control been known to it. For future cases, the pertinent question is whether coerced and controlled defendants like Challen are able to claim loss of control manslaughter. The defence will need to present evidence of the deceased's coercive and controlling
behaviour, and expert testimony from professionals working with victim, survivors or perpetrators of domestic violence about the dynamics of coercive control within the context of
such relationships. This will be necessary to persuade a judge that there is sufficient evidence that all elements of the defence could be proven.85
In respect of the first limb of the defence Challen would have found it difficult to demonstrate that she had suffered a loss of control, interpreted as a sudden response to an act of
provocation, with a delayed period being permitted to accommodate a slow-burn effect.
This was a question to be left to the jury and limited by the proviso that 'the longer the delay and the stronger the evidence of deliberation on the part of the defendant, the more
likely it will be that the prosecution will negative provocation'.86 According to the court in R
v Challen, the final act of provocation was the discovery that he was in a relationship with
another woman, when she called the last number dialled on his phone and heard a
woman's voice.87 She killed him the following day with several blows to his head with a
hammer from behind.88 Without an appreciation of the history of coercive control during the
marriage, it is difficult for people outside the relationship to appreciate the emotions that
Challen may have had. Her response does not look like that usually associated with a partial defence requiring a loss of control, as she carried out the killing a day after realising he
was seeing another woman. While s. 54(2) removes the suddenness requirement, it is
tempered by the condition in s. 54(4) that the killing was not a 'considered desire for revenge'. Edwards has raised concerns about this condition, arguing that it may ensure that
premeditated killings fall under the ambit of murder, although the courts will have 'to discern between cases which are deliberate killings involving mixed inculpatory motives'
which are evident in cases of coercive control and 'non-domestic cases where there was
considerable planning'.89 Where there is evidence of repeated and continuous use
83
of coercive and controlling behaviours by the deceased that seriously affected the abused
defendant's day-to-day activities, this ought to be presented and used to assist the jury in
differentiating between the two. Although the existence of coercive control will not conclusively determine whether the specific defendant suffered a loss of control. Herring is optimistic about the statutory requirements around loss of control as he suggests they represent a 'departure from the traditional understanding' of the term, enabling the defence to
be framed around 'emotions such as fear, outrage or despair' rather than anger alone. 90
Whether this optimism is well founded will require a longer period of implementation, however, if it is found to be unfulfilled, consideration of further legislative reform may be
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needed in the form of a discrete defence for coerced and controlled defendants who kill.
Challen's case illustrates the complexities presenting the argument that a coerced and
controlled defendant lost control on account of a mixture of emotions.
Previously the loss of control had to result from any form of provocation, however following
the introduction of s. 54 Coroners and Justice Act 2009, the defendant's loss of control
must result from one of the stated qualifying triggers in s. 55.91 Domestic violence cases
featuring physical harm or threats thereof could base the loss of control on the fear of serious violence trigger.92 The current criminal law framework places physical injury above
psychological injury, only recognising the latter where it amounts to a psychiatric condition.93 Consequently the fear trigger excludes the defendant abused by psychological coercive control, where the threats are not of physical harm, but directed at psychological injury. In Challen's situation, the credible threat was not of physical violence but of the deceased leaving her after his alleged abuse rendered her incapable of believing she could
fend for herself. Repeated threats to leave and suggestions that she was making crazy
accusations in the face of evidence validating her suspicions was allegedly used by the
perpetrator to bend her to his will.94 It created a fear in Challen that something terrifying
would happen, a state the deceased allegedly encouraged in order to control her. Even
with an appreciation of coercive control, it seems unlikely that the court would construe a
fear of serious violence to extend to Challen's fear of separation from her abuser.
In the alternative, defendants in cases akin to Challen could claim that the loss of control
was triggered by things said or done which under s. 55(4) (a) constitute circumstances of
an extremely grave character and (b) caused D to have a justifiable sense of being
wronged. Herring argues that:
properly understood domestic abuse should readily be regarded as a very serious wrong' where coercive control is a feature and 'the focus may shift away
from … [the defendant's] psychological state and on the wrongfulness of the
abuse they are suffering.95

This is to be welcomed in the context of coercive control cases and is why the preference
would be to argue cases based on this defence as opposed to diminished responsibility.
Presenting expert testimony as to the existence of coercive and controlling behaviour by
the deceased and showing how this amounts to circumstances of an extremely grave
character would assist the court. The things said or done would not be restricted to the final single act, but the repeated and continuous behaviour experienced as a whole, addressing Edwards concern that it may be difficult to prove this limb 'where the last qualifying trigger is not in itself extremely grave'.96 In Challen's case, this would be beneficial to
counter the prosecution's narrative of a vengeful, jealous wife. The last act of provocation
was the discovery of her
84
husband having a relationship with another woman, a letter she left at the scene of the
killing, provides further context. It read:
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Richard said he would take me back if I signed a post-nuptial agreement. I said
I would and we both saw solicitors yesterday. I then found out he was seeing
someone and sleeping with them and had no intention of taking me back. It
was all a game so he could get everything. He was going to get me to sign and
then issue divorce proceedings.97

This, against a background of coercive control provides evidence capable of satisfying s.
55(4). There is also a potential difficulty for abused defendants to demonstrate an objectively viewed justifiable sense of being wronged. The provision under s 55(4)(b) seeks to
focus on the reasonableness of the abused defendant's actions rather than their psychological state. Edwards contends that, the effect is to, 'transmut[e] battered woman 'syndrome' from locating women's motive for conduct within an abnormal state of mind to situating it within a framework of reasonableness, necessity and duress'.98 However, what
amounts to a justified sense of being wronged is ultimately determined by the jury whose
perception of the circumstances could very well differ from that of the defendant. Even with
expert testimony to explain the dynamics of coercive control this limb would be challenging
for the defence particularly where the things said or done involve psychological tactics and
a lack of physical violence.
The disqualifying trigger of sexual infidelity presents cases like Challen's with a further
challenge.99 In cases where the trigger was caused by sexual infidelity, the defence is unavailable. The purpose of the provision was to prevent male defendants from arguing a
loss of control upon discovery of their wife's infidelity, real or perceived. Challen was presented by the court as a jealous wife and without evidence of coercive control, defendants
like Challen would be excluded from this defence. Following the decision in R v Clinton
[2012] EWCA Crim 2 (CA), evidence of coercive control will be essential to show the wider
context in which the things said or done occurred. The presence of sexual infidelity will not
automatically exclude the defendant from raising the defence.
The final limb of the defence objectively considers whether the defendant exercised a
normal degree of tolerance and self-restraint, given their age and sex, in the circumstances they found themselves to be in and that another person would have reacted in the
same or in a similar way to D.100 Had Challen been permitted to proceed with a plea of
provocation, she would have needed to satisfy an objective limb that was concerned with
her characteristics rather than circumstances. For the purpose of future coerced and controlled defendants, the relevance of the 'circumstances' to the defence is highly significant
as it allows the background of coercive and controlling behaviour by the deceased towards
the victim to be told. Such evidence would be strengthened by the inclusion of expert testimony about the dynamics of coercive control within domestic violence relationships. The
inclusion of age and sex is contentious in part because it favours some characteristics over
others and conflates all female reactions together obfuscating the complexity created when
gender intersects with other factors such as class, race, sexuality or disability.101 However,
Edwards contends that it has been retained not for purposes of questioning the capacity of
her self-restraint, but in respect of the circumstances she has found herself in. As Leigh
suggests, this can include factors such as 'the existence or not of a state of dependency
which
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could be economic, emotional or psychological'.102 Sex ought to be subsumed under 'the
circumstances of the defendant', although its inclusion in statute 'underscores its importance'.103
The problem of applying this third limb to cases of coercive control such as Challen's is
that it is her capacity for restraint that has been eroded due to the circumstances she has
found herself to be in. The defence may raise evidence demonstrating the history of abusive behaviour used by the deceased towards the defendant to explain the 'circumstances'
she was in. Expert testimony can be included to explain how that behaviour impacted upon
her as a woman. But she will be judged against a woman in her situation who exercises a
'normal degree of tolerance and self-restraint' and arguably any reduction in her capacity
caused by the coercive control, ought not to be included in that assessment. Challen was
unable to exercise self-restraint precisely because her capacity to do so was eroded. The
jury would have to be persuaded that she lost self-control, because of things said and
done and that other people subjected to the types of psychological control she was, that
had the capacity to exercise self-restraint would have done as she did. It is easily conceivable that many jurors would not conclude that this element of the defence could be
satisfied.

Conclusion
It may be possible that defendants who kill their abusers could successfully rely on the
partial defence of diminished responsibility, where expert testimony is relied upon to explain the impact coercive control can have on a person. However, it places the focus and
excusatory factors on the mental state of the abused person, as opposed to the harm she
suffered.104 This is not aligned with the approach taken by the s. 76 offence which is constructed in a manner that requires courts to take the pattern of behaviour involved into account without also establishing that the victim has developed a medical disorder as a result
of the behaviour. The threshold to apply diminished responsibility in cases of a coerced
defendant is set high and will cause some defendants to be labelled a murderer, without
the erosion of their capacity to choose their actions resulting in a conviction that reflects
their reduced responsibility. Loss of control manslaughter may also be available to abused
defendants who kill their dominator if expert testimony is introduced from those who work
with victims or perpetrators of domestic violence to explain the dynamics of it. However, it
is questionable whether such evidence will lead to successful pleas in difficult cases where
the pattern of behaviour adopted by the deceased is predominantly based on psychological tactics and where there is no threat of physical harm. The framework of the defence
readily lends itself to jury inconsistency, particularly in efforts to establish that the coerced
defendant experienced a loss of control and that objectively a person in the same circumstances would have acted in the same or similar way. Much will depend on whether judges
and juries are able to understand the strategies used by the deceased and the adverse
effects it has upon the victim's capacity to exercise choices. The Court of Appeal's forthcoming decision in Challen's case will be informative about the future of the existing partial
defences to murder.
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The argument that a specific defence for battered people is required to accommodate 'the
unique situation of abused persons is long overdue' has been endorsed by Carline and
Easteal.105 Such a defence that specifically related to BWS was briefly considered and
dismissed by the Law Commission during the homicide law reform consultation, because
of its gender-specificity.106 In developing a discrete offence that seeks to address the experiences and harm of victims coerced and controlled by a family member or intimate
partner, it has become timely to raise similar discussions in respect of defences, an opportunity that the recent Domestic Abuse Bill Consultation did not take. Reflecting the language of the
86
offence, a partial defence to murder based on the concept of coercive control may be more
appropriate and in line with the government's focus of addressing domestic violence within
the criminal justice system, than expecting the courts to interpret the existing partial defences in line with the offence. It would arguably provide an opportunity to develop a
framework that increases fairness and consistency in the criminal law, particularly as it applies to the psychologically abused who kills their abuser. However, murder is an example
of only one offence that can be committed by the coerced and controlled and further discussion should be undertaken about the inadequacy of general defences to accommodate
abused defendants who commit crimes as a consequence of that abuse. This needs further exploration as it is unfair that these vulnerable defendants are treated as blameworthy
as others with full control of their capacity-making faculties.
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